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Observation of optical Smith-Purcell radiation at an electron beam energy of 855 MeV
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Smith-Purcell radiation, generated when a beam of charged particles passes close to the surface of a dif-
fraction grating, has been studied in the visible spectral range at wavelengths of 360 and 546 nm with the low
emittance 855 MeV electron beam of the Mainz Microtron MAMI. The beam focused to a spot size of 4mm
~full width at half maximum! passed over optical diffraction gratings of echelle profiles with blaze angles of
0.8°, 17.27°, and 41.12° and grating periods of 0.833 and 9.09mm. Taking advantage of the specific emis-
sion characteristics of Smith-Purcell radiation a clear separation from background components, such as dif-
fracted synchrotron radiation from upstream beam optical elements and transition radiation, was possible. The
intensity scales with a modified Bessel function of the first kind as a function of the distance between electron
beam and grating surface. Experimental radiation factors have been determined and compared with calcula-
tions on the basis of Van den Berg’s theory@P.M. Van den Berg, J. Opt. Soc. Am.63, 689 ~1973!#. Fair
agreement has been found for gratings with large blaze angles while the measurement with the shallow grating
~blaze angle 0.8°) is at variance with this theory. Finally, the optimal operational parameters of a Smith-Purcell
radiation source in view of already existing powerful undulator sources are discussed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.056501 PACS number~s!: 41.60.2m, 42.25.Fx, 42.79.Dj
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smith-Purcell~SP! radiation is generated when a beam
charged particles passes close to the surface of a per
structure, i.e., a diffraction grating. The radiation mechani
was predicted by Frank in 1942@1# and observed in the vis
ible spectral range for the first time by Smith and Purcell@2#.
They used a 250–300 keV electron beam with a typical c
rent of several microampere. In a number of subsequent
periments the results were confirmed mainly in the visi
spectral range@3–9#. Soon after the discovery, potential a
plications of the SP effect also became the topic of inter
In a number of theoretical and experimental studies the
effect has been discussed as a basis for free-electron l
~e.g.,@10–17#!, for particle acceleration@18#, or for particle
beam diagnostics@19,20#.

For low-electron energies and small wavelengths the c
pling of the electron beam to the grating surface rapi
weakens if the distance between the electron beam and
grating increases. To achieve a sufficient radiation out
in most of the experiments the electron beam scratc
the grating surface making it impossible to distinguish b
tween SP radiation and competitive mechanisms as, for
ample, transition radiation production at the grating str
tures. This fact was probably one of the reasons why
intensity of SP radiation was controversially discussed i
number of papers~see, e.g.,@3,21–24#!. Later on, experi-
ments with larger electron energies and longer wavelen
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were reported@25–29#. At energies in the mega-electron-vo
range or even more the distance between electron beam
grating surface can be increased and, therefore, compe
production mechanisms arising from the interaction of
electrons with the grating can widely be avoided. Fair agr
ment was reported between the measured intensity in
far-infrared and millimeter spectral region and theoreti
predictions@26,28–31#.

The purpose of the experiments presented in this pa
was to investigate the coupling of the virtual photon field
the electron to the grating at the ultrarelativistic energy
855 MeV @32#. Radiation was generated with the low
emittance electron beam of the Mainz Microtron MAM
@33#. SP radiation in the visible spectral range was separa
from background components such as diffracted synchro
radiation from upstream beam optical elements and transi
radiation. The latter is emitted when electrons traverse
grating grooves. The intensity of SP radiation is compa
with theoretical calculations based on the theory of Van d
Berg @34# and a scalar model developed in the course of t
paper. The latter is described in the Appendix of this pap

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the ba
radiation characteristics of SP radiation with regard to
trarelativistic electron energies are described. The exp
ments and the procedure to separate SP radiation from b
ground components are described in Sec. III. In Sec. IV,
experimental radiation factors are compared with theoret
predictions. Section V is dedicated to the discussion ab
the operational parameters of a possible future SP radia
source in view of already existing powerful undulator rad
tion sources. A concluding section summarizes the pape
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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II. DEFINITION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF
SMITH-PURCELL RADIATION COMPONENT

In this paper, we designate as SP radiation only that
diation component which is emitted under the restriction t
no electrons enter the grating surface. One characteristic
nature of SP radiation in this sense is that it must fulfill t
dispersion relation

l5
D

unu ~1/b2cosu sinF!. ~1!

In this equation,l is the wavelength of the emitted radiatio
D the grating period,n the diffraction order,b5v/c the re-
duced electron velocity, andu, F are the emission angles a
introduced in Fig. 1. This relation was already deduced
Smith and Purcell@2# from a simple construction of Huygen
elementary waves. In nearly all publications which appea
up to now it was argued that the experimental verification
Eq. ~1! proves already the observation of SP radiation. Ho
ever, the dispersion relation Eq.~1! is not at all a sufficient
condition for SP radiation emission in the sense defin
above. For example, the dispersion relation is also fulfil
for transition radiation emitted if an electron traverses
grooves of the grating. Therefore, an additional criter
must be found by which SP radiation can be identified
ambiguously. This criterion will be formulated in the follow
ing.

According to the approach of di Francia@21# the radiation
mechanism can be understood as the diffraction of the fi
of the electron by the grating. Above the grating surface t
field is expanded in a set of evanescent plane waves w
are scattered by the grating. Some of the scattered w
become propagating ones and can be observed as SP
tion. The angular distribution of the number of photons p
electron radiated into thenth order is

FIG. 1. Definition of the geometry. The electron moves w
constant reduced velocityb5v/c at a distanced parallel to the
grating surface inx direction. The grooves, oriented in they direc-
tion, repeat periodically with the grating periodD. The blaze angle
ablaze characterizes the e´chelette gratings which we used in th

paper. The direction of the photon wave-vectorkW is described in the
emission plane resulting from thez50 plane by a rotation about th

y axis by the angleu. In the emission plane thekW vector makes an
angleF with the y axis. The length of the grating is denoted byL.
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dV
5aunuNw

sin2 u sin2 F

~1/b2cosu sinF!2
uRnu2

3expS 2
d

hint
A11~bg cosF!2D , ~2!

where a is the fine-structure constant,Nw the number of
grating periods, andd the distance of the beam above th
grating. The radiation factorsuRnu2 which are analogous to
the reflection coefficients of optical gratings are a meas
for the grating efficiency. They can be calculated by t
theory of Van den Berg@34–39# which takes into account the
shape of the groove profile. According to Eq.~2!, the inten-
sity decreases exponentially with increasing distanced be-
tween electron and grating surface. The interaction lengt

hint5
lbg

4p
, ~3!

where g5(12b2)21/2 is the Lorentz factor, describes th
characteristic finite range of the virtual photons emitted a
reabsorbed by the electrons. Since the exponential in Eq~2!
is of fundamental origin this functional dependence on
distance can be chosen as a sufficient condition for the id
tification of SP radiation.

To achieve a good coupling between the electrons and
radiation field via the grating the mean spot size of the el
tron beam and its distance from the grating should be in
order of the interaction lengthhint . However, in the experi-
ment of Smith and Purcell@2# the beam spot size of 0.15 mm
was much larger than the interaction length which was
order ofhint.1028 m. Such experimental conditions rend
an investigation of the radiation as a function of the distan
impossible. At higher-beam energies, for instance, 855 M
which is the current maximum energy of the Mainz M
crotron MAMI, the interaction length in the optical spectr
region amounts tohint.70 mm. Taking, in addition, advan-
tage of the low-vertical emittance«z51 p nm rad of the
MAMI electron beam, a beam spot size as small as a
micrometers can be achieved. With such parameters the
vestigation of SP radiation in the optical spectral region a
function of the distance seems to be promising.

Furthermore, at ultrarelativistic electron energies, the
diation is emitted according to Eq.~2! in a very narrow an-
gular region aroundF590°, i.e., in the plane containing th
grating normal and the electron beam. For typical parame
of our experiment,l5360 nm andd5100 mm, an angular
width of DF51.0 mrad @full width at half maximum
~FWHM!# results. This feature can be used to discrimin
SP radiation against background components as dem
strated later.

After this discussion of the main characteristics of SP
diation at ultrarelativistic electron energies we turn to t
description of the experiment.
1-2
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OBSERVATION OF OPTICAL SMITH-PURCELL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 056501
III. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental setup and data taking

The setup of our experiment is shown in Fig. 2. The gr
ing was mounted together with a beam diagnostic syst
consisting of a wire scanner and a ZnS screen, on a four-
goniometer which allowed the positioning of the grating w
a translational and angular accuracy of 1mm and 0.01°,
respectively, with respect to the electron beam. The alu
nized surface of the grating was electrically connected t
charge-sensitive preamplifier which measured the secon
electron signalI sec released by beam electrons hitting t
grating. In our experiments we investigated radiation em
sion from three gratings, designated as A, B, and C, wh
parameters are listed in Table I.

At the position of the grating the 855 MeV electron bea
was focused to a vertical spot size ofDz52 mm (1s). The

TABLE I. Parameters of the e´chelette-type replica gratings use
in the experiments. The grating substrates consist of glass~BK7!
covered with an aluminum coating of about (700650) nm thick-
ness. Manufacturer of grating A is Edmunds Scientific, Barringt
New York, of grating B and C, Milton Roy, Rochester, New Yor

size @mm#

Grating ablaze@°# D @mm# L3W3H

A 17.27 0.833 25325310
B 41.12 0.833 20320310
C 0.8 9.09 30330310

FIG. 2. Schematic picture of the experimental setup. The v
ous degrees of freedom for the adjustment of the grating relativ
the beam axis are indicated by the arrows. These are translat
motions iny, z direction and rotational motions around they, z
axis. The distance between lense and grating is 195 mm. The i
depicts the slit aperture system in a cut perpendicular to
electron-beam direction.
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divergence of the electron beam with an absolute vert
emittance of«z51 p nm rad (1s) resulted in a larger ef-
fective spot size which was estimated from the envelo
equation~see, e.g.,@40#! to be 3.4 mm. However, even this
spot size is well below the interaction lengthhint.70 mm.
In order to suppress detection of background signals in
photomultiplier tube the electron beam was pulsed with
repetition rate between 1 and 9 kHz and a pulse duration
10 ns. The pulse current amounted typically to (
62) mA and was measured via the calibrated inducti
voltage signal in a ferrite ring.

The detection system consisted of a photomultiplier tu
~PM, Hamamatsu R647–P!, a lense together with a sli
which defined the accepted solid angle of the system, an
wavelength selecting color glass filter of bandwidthDl
530 nm ~FWHM! in front of the multiplier. Two detection
systems were mounted on a revolving spectrometer arm
the angleF590° permitting simultaneous measurements
the wavelengthsl5360 andl5546 nm.

For the investigation of the dispersion relation Eq.~1! the
gratings were positioned at a fixed distanced with respect to
the beam and the angleu of the spectrometer arm was va
ied. For the investigation of the distance dependence
grating was moved step by step with the goniometric st
towards the electron beam with the detection system p
tioned at a fixed angleun as calculated by Eq.~1! and ex-
perimentally verified as the maximum before the measu
ments by au scan.

B. Data analysis and extraction of SP radiation component

In Fig. 3, spectra are depicted which were taken a
function of the observation angleu at various grating posi-
tions d. The spectra show pronounced maxima at the po
tions which agree well with predictions of Eq.~1!, i.e., the
observed radiation satisfies the dispersion relation as a
essary condition. In the next step, it must be shown that
intensity as a function of the distanced obeys the exponen
tial dependence of Eq.~2! which is the sufficient condition
for the identification of SP radiation.

The intensity of the maxima as a function of the distan
d is plotted in Fig. 4~a!. For distancesd>25 mm the inten-
sity for both wavelengths decreases exponentially alike
Pn5A exp(2d/L) with a decay constantL'hint as expected
for SP radiation from Eq.~3!. Notice that the slope is differ-
ent for the two wavelengths which is also expected from E
~3!. For distancesd<25 mm the same exponential depe
dence holds, however, with a very smallL52.2 mm which
is comparable with the vertical beam spot size. In Fig. 4~b!
the secondary electron signal from the grating surface is p
ted. The fact that the radiation component for 0,d
,25 mm correlates with both, the secondary electron sig
and the vertical beam spot size, strongly suggests that
radiation component is optical transition radiation~OTR!
produced by electrons of the beam halo traversing the gra
grooves. The experimental proof of this conjecture is giv
in Ref. @41#, further experiments and theoretical studies a
described elsewhere@42,43#. As already mentioned the sam
dispersion relation Eq.~1! as for SP radiation holds also fo
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G. KUBE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 056501
OTR. Consequently, in the following discussion only the
diation component atd>25 mm is considered to be a can
didate for SP radiation.

It remains to be proven that the radiation observed
distancesd>25 mm does not originate from synchrotro
radiation ~SR!, produced in upstream beam optical comp
nents and diffracted by the grating. A detailed analysis of
beam optics showed that the quadrupole doublet directl
front of the grating is the strongest source of SR. This d
blet was used to focus the beam to the required small
size. To suppress this radiation a slit aperture was installe
mm above the grating, see Fig. 2. The slit with a width
400 mm was oriented parallel to the beam direction. T
corresponding angular width of the accepted radiation
DF544 mrad was large enough to accept the strongly
rectional emitted SP radiation. With this aperture, the
background component was reduced but could not be c
pletely suppressed.

The principle of the procedure to separate the remain
SR and SP radiation components will be explained by me
of Fig. 5. If the grating is tilted by an anglea with respect to
the beam direction the intensity of SP radiation varies sy

FIG. 3. Experimental photon intensity as a function of the o
servation angleu. The measurements were performed with grat
B at a distanced5127 mm between electron beam and gratin
surface. The dashed vertical lines denote the calculated positio
the diffraction ordersunu51,2,3 according to Eq.~1!. Tilt angle of
the gratinga50°.
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metrically with respect toa50°, the angle at which the
grating surface is aligned with respect to the beam direct
In contrast, the diffracted SR intensity is strongest if t
grating is tilted towards the upstream direction and vanis
if tilted in the opposite direction.

The experimental observation is in accord with this e
pectation as demonstrated by Fig. 6. From this picture i
obvious that the SP radiation should be separable from
diffracted SR component. The procedure is based on
functional dependency of the intensityN(d,a) on the beam
distanced from the grating and on the tilt anglea. A typical
spectrum is shown in Fig. 7. Each of these spectra mus
decomposed into the desired SP radiation compon
NSP(d,a), a possible diffracted SR componentNSR(d,a),
and a background radiation componentNBG(d,a) which
originates from diffuse scattered light in the experimen
chamber.

The calculation of the SP radiation componentNSP(d,a)
requires some modifications of Eq.~2!. First of all, the inte-
gration must be carried out over the angular accepta
DF5622 mrad as defined by the longitudinal slit apertu
above the grating. Second, the variation of the distanced of
the electron beam above the grating as function of thx
coordinate along the grating must be taken into account.
suming that the distancedk over the grating periodk is con-
stant the total intensity can be obtained by an incoher

-

of

FIG. 4. ~a! Observed radiation intensity for wavelengthsl
5360 nm and 546 nm at first order and~b! secondary electron
signal as a function of the distance between electron beam
grating. Measurements were performed with grating B at fixed
servation angleu1555.4° andu1569.8° for the wavelengths 360
and 546 nm, respectively. The correlation of the intensity with
secondary electron signal ford<25 mm indicates that this radia
tion component is optical transition radiation.
1-4
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OBSERVATION OF OPTICAL SMITH-PURCELL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 056501
summation over all (L/D21) grating periods which yields

NSP~d,a!5ASP~a!E
p/221/2DF

p/211/2DF

dFe2hint
21A11(bg cosF)2d

3
12e2hint

21A11(bg cosF)2L sin a

12e2hint
21A11(bg cosF)2D sin a

. ~4!

The integral must be calculated numerically. It is interesti
to note that the intensityNSP(d,a) does not exhibit a pure

FIG. 5. Procedure to separate the diffracted synchrotron ra
tion contribution from Smith-Purcell radiation. As illustrated by th
lower graph the intensity of both radiation components as funct
of the tilt anglea of the grating exhibits distinct differences. Bea
height has been adjusted.

FIG. 6. Number of photons per electron as a function of the
anglea of the grating. Shown are measurements for grating A a
wavelengthl5546 nm for a fixed distanced5100 mm between
electron beam and grating. The distribution resembles qualitativ
the expectation, cf. Fig. 5. The individual Smith-Purcell and d
fracted synchrotron radiation distributions, as separated by me
of the fit procedure described in the text, are indicated.
05650
g

exponential dependence as a function of the distanced. This
is even not the case at a tilt anglea50° for which Eq.~4!
reduces to

NSP~d,a50!5ASP

L

DE
p/221/2DF

p/211/2DF

dF e2hint
21A11(bg cosF)2

d

.

~5!

The integral can be solved analytically provided that the
gular acceptanceDF of the slit aperture is large in compar
son to the angular width of the emitted SP radiation. T
requirement is fulfilled in our experiment ford>15 mm.
The result is

NSP~d,a50!5ASP

L

D

2

bg
K1~d/hint!, ~6!

with K1(x) the modified Bessel function of first order. Fo
argumentsx5d/hint@1 the modified Bessel function can b
approximated by K1(x)→Ap/2xe2x @44#, i.e. even ford
@hint the integrated intensity cannot be described by a p
exponential.

The SR componentNSR(d,a) can best be studied at larg
tilt anglesa.1° for which the SP radiation component
small. We found that it can well be described by the functi

NSR~d,a!5ASR~a!exp~2d/LSR!1BSR~a! ~7!

with LSR.60 mm.
The background componentNBG(d,a) was obtained from

separate measurements close to the maximum in the con
ous part of the spectrum, cf. Fig. 3. It can be described for
tilt angles by the expression

NBG~d,a!5ABG~a!exp~2d/LBG!1BBG~a! ~8!

with typically LBG.45 mm.

a-

n

t
a
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ns

FIG. 7. Number of photons per electronN(d,a50) as a func-
tion of the beam distanced from the grating. The measurement wa
performed with grating A,l5546 nm at a tilt anglea50°. The
full line represents the best fit according to Eq.~9!. The individual
components for Smith-Purcell radiationNSP(d,a), diffracted syn-
chrotron radiationNSR(d,a), and background radiationNBG(d,a)
as given by Eqs.~4!, ~7!, and~8!, respectively, are also plotted.
1-5
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G. KUBE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 056501
The various radiation intensity spectraN(d,a) were fitted
with the function

N~d,a!5NSP~d,a!1NSR~d,a!1NBG~d,a! ~9!

with NSP(d,a), NSR(d,a), andNBG(d,a) as given by Eqs.
~4!, ~7!, and ~8!, respectively, andhint , ASP(a), ASR(a),
andBSR(a) as free parameters. A typical result of the best
is shown in Fig. 7 for the example of tilt anglea50° to-
gether with the three radiation componentsNSP, NSR, and
NBG .

Examples of the fit results for the interaction lengthhint
are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The data exhibit no system
deviation from a constant when the tilt angle of the grating
varied and agree well with the interaction length according
Eq. ~3!. This fact supplies additional confidence that the
diated intensity contains indeed a SP radiation contribut
Only for one measurement with grating B atl5546 nm an

FIG. 8. Interaction lengthhint as extracted for various tilt angle
for grating A, l5546 nm, and first diffraction orderunu51. The
value hint572.7 mm as calculated by Eq.~3! is indicated by the
dashed line.

FIG. 9. Interaction lengthhint as extracted for various tilt angle
for grating B, l5360 nm. Orders unu51 (3), unu
52 (s), and unu53 (d). The data points for the first and se
ond diffraction order ata50° have been shifted in the graph
a560.1° for the sake of better representation. The valuehint

547.9 mm as calculated by Eq.~3! is indicated by the dashed line
05650
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additional radiation component of the type of Eq.~7! had to
be added to obtain a good fit. The characteristic decay len
L.29 mm is consistent with the decay length of a know
very weak beam halo component@45#. Therefore, it might be
tempting to assume that this radiation component origina
also from OTR production of beam halo electrons enter
the grating grooves.

From these results together with the fact that the obser
radiation also fulfills the dispersion relation Eq.~1! we con-
clude that in our experiment a SP radiation component
been identified unambiguously. In the next section its int
sity will be extracted from the measurements and compa
with theoretical predictions.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Radiation factors

The radiation factorsuRnu2 were determined at a tilt angl
of the grating ofa50° by a best fit to the dataN(d,a
50) with Eq. ~6! at fixed interaction lengthshint , as given
by Eq. ~3!, and

ASP5uRnu2«DNea
unuL
D

2

bgEun2Du

un1Du

du

3F@l~u!2l0#
sin2 u

~1/b2cosu!2
. ~10!

Here, a is the fine structure constant,«D the detection
efficiency with «D(546 nm)5(2.060.6)% ~measured! and
«D(360 nm)5(8.362.5)% ~estimated!, Ne the number of
electrons with an uncertainty of 11.5%, andun the angle of
observation at the central wavelengthl0. The function
F@l(u)2l0#, with l(u) as given by Eq.~1!, describes the
transmission characteristic of the color glass filters wh
was approximated by a normal distribution with FWH
Dl530 nm. The integration intervalDu5626 mrad fol-
lows from the acceptance of the detection system.

The experimental radiation factorsuRnu2 are shown in
Figs. 10 and 11. The error bars of the experimentaluRnu2 are
dominated by the uncertainty of the detection efficien
D«D530%. For grating A atl5546 nm andunu52 no sta-
tistical significant SP radiation component was found. T
result is represented in Fig. 11 as an upper limit, based on
95% confidence level.

For the geometry in which the grating surface is align
with respect to the beam axis our measurements can be c
pared with the theory of Van den Berg@34–39#. The calcu-
lated radiation factors based on the two-dimensional mo
described in Ref.@34# are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 as line

B. Discussion

Comparing our experimental results with the calculatio
on the basis of Ref.@34# a fair overall agreement can b
concluded. Deviations may not be surprising because
theory assumes a perfectly conducting grating surface.
well known that on the basis of this assumption classi
optical grating theories, which are the basis also of the V
1-6
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OBSERVATION OF OPTICAL SMITH-PURCELL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 056501
den Berg theory, often fail to explain the reflectivity@46#.
Therefore, it may well be that improved calculations, whi
take into account the finite conductivity of the grating su
face, would even better agree with the experimental obse
tions.

The striking feature of the results shown in Figs. 10 a
11 is that the radiation factorsuRnu2 are extremely small. We
come back to this fact in Sec. V where optimal operatio
parameters of a SP radiation source are discussed.

It is also interesting to note that for the shallow grating
in Table I with ablaze50.8°, D59.09 mm the theory@34#
predicted a radiation factoruR1u259.931025, see Fig. 12.
However, no SP radiation component was found in the
perimental data. The experimentally determined upper li
uR1u2,9.931027 ~95% confidence level! is clearly at vari-
ance with calculations based on the Van den Berg theory.
main problem connected with this theory is that, in gene
extensive numerical calculations are required until finally
numerical solution of the integral equation converges. Thi
particularly difficult in the regime where the wavelength
small in comparison to the grating period@38#. In our calcu-
lations the convergence condition Eq.~40! in Ref. @34# was
always fulfilled down to a level of 5%. In order to overcom
the numerical difficulties and to explain eventually the d
crepancy between experiment and theory a surface cu
model was developed which is described in the Appendix

FIG. 10. Radiation factoruR1u2 in first order as a function of the
blaze angle for gratings A and B with grating periodD5833 nm.
Experimental results of this paper are represented by (d) and cal-
culations according to Ref.@34# by the solid line. The beam energ
is 855 MeV.
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this paper. The approach used here is similar to that
published in Ref.@47#. Apart from an easier numerical han

FIG. 11. Radiation factoruRnu2 in second and third order as
function of the blaze angle. Experimental results are shown
gratings A and B with grating periodD5833 nm, (s) for unu
52 and (L) for unu53. The experimental upper limit for
uR2(546 nm)u2 for grating A is shown by the error bar. The dash
lines are calculations with Van den Berg’s theory@34#. The beam
energy is 855 MeV.

FIG. 12. Calculated radiation factoruR1u2 for a shallow grating
with blaze angleablaze50.8° as a function of the normalized wave
length l/D. The experimentally determined upper limit based
the 95% confidence level from a measurement with grating C
wavelegthl5360 nm andunu51 is indicated by the error bar.
1-7
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dling, the advantage of this model in comparison to Van d
Berg ones originates from the fact that it allows a clea
insight into the underlying physical processes. This mo
belongs to the category of scalar grating theories becaus
polarization effects which are responsible for the appeara
of Wood’s anomalies are included. It is well known fro
conventional optical grating theories that reasonable res
are obtained forl/D<0.2 @48# and presumably this hold
also for SP radiation emission. With the ratiol/D50.04 for
our experiment this condition is fulfilled. However, the i
tensity calculated with this model is still a factor of 50 high
than the upper limit derived from the experimental data,
though it is lower in comparison to the Van den Berg theo
Since also the surface current model was deduced unde
simplified assumption of an ideally conductive grating s
face the still remaining large discrepancy may originate fr
this simplification which is discussed in more detail in t
Appendix.

V. ON OPTIMAL OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS OF SP
RADIATION SOURCE

This section is devoted to a discussion of the optim
operational parameters of a SP radiation source. It is
sumed that an electron beam with Lorentz factorg and nor-
malized emittance«N is available. The discussion will b
carried out on the basis of Eq.~2! for F5p/2 and Eq.~3!
assuming that the radiation factoruRnu2 is a constant. In ad-
dition, the number of grating periodsNw is kept constant at a
reasonably large value, e.g.,Nw5100, rather than the gratin
lengthL. No further restrictions are imposed on the optim
zation procedure at this moment.

It can be seen from Eq.~2! that the emitted intensity de
pends very sensitively on the evanescent scaling lengthhint ,
i.e., the coupling to the evanescent mode decreases expo
tially if the electron passes over the grating in a distan
much larger thanhint . In order to find the optimum coupling
we start with the envelope equation for the vertical be
waist wz(x) ~see, e.g.,@40#!

wz
2~x!

wz0
2

511
~x2L/2!2

x0
2

~11!

with wz0 the beam spot size in the focus atx5L/2, cf. Fig. 1,
andx0 given by

x05wz0
2 bg

«N/p
. ~12!

The distanced of the electron-beam axis above the grating
defined by the requirement that its waist just touches
grating atx50 andL. Minimization of the distanced with
respect towz0 yields

dmin5AL
«N/p

bg
5ANwD

«N/p

bg
. ~13!
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A good coupling of the electron beam to the evanesc
mode is achieved when the expectation value over the b
profile satisfies the inequality

^e2dmin /hint&wz(x)5e2kdmin /hint>e21. ~14!

In order to avoid the exact definition of the expectation va
and elaborate calculations a coupling parameterk>1 has
been introduced. For the following estimates we usek52
which might be an adequate choice if the emittance of
electron beam is defined by its rms value. With Eqs.~13! and
~14! a critical wavelengthlcrit can be defined in such
manner that the inequality~14! is satisfied forl>lcrit . With
Eqs.~13! and~1! the critical wavelength can be rewritten a

lcrit5
~4pk!2

~bg!3

Nwunu
1/b2cosu

«N/p. ~15!

We still can dispose on the observation angleu. If it is cho-
sen as

cosuopt5b5Ag221/g ~16!

the kinematical factor in Eq.~2!, sin2 u/(1/b2cosu)2 in front
of the exponential which now is a constante21, is maxi-
mized. The final results are

l>lcrit
opt5

~4pk!2

b2g
Nwunu«N/p ~17!

for the wavelength,

Dopt5unulcrit
optbg25~4pkn!2Nw

g

b
«N/p ~18!

for the grating period,

Lopt5NwDopt5~4pknNw!2
g

b
«N/p ~19!

for the grating length, and

dN

dV
uopt5aunuNw~bg!2uRnu2e21 ~20!

for the SP photon number per electron and solid angle,
taken for the optimized critical wavelengthlcrit

opt . In Fig.
13~a! the critical wavelengthlcrit

opt is plotted as a function of
the normalized emittance«N/p of the electron beam.

It is interesting to discuss these equations for the par
eters g51673 and «N/bg51 p nm rad of the Mainz
Microtron MAMI. For Nw5100, unu51, k52 the results
are uopt50.6 mrad, lcrit

opt563 mm, Dopt5177 m, Lopt

517.68 km, and dNe /dVuopt57.53105uRnu2/sr which are
completely unreasonable. Extremely good normalized em
tances would be required in order to achieve reasonable
mensions for such a SP radiation source. It is useless to
that such a device would not at all be competitive with
radiation source based on magnetic devices as, e.g., an
dulator.
1-8
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The question arises under which circumstances a
source might be superior to an undulator radiation source
answering this question, we first note that the structure of
~2! for the SP intensity has some striking similarities with
equivalent for undulator radiation~see also Ref.@49#!. This
can be seen by rewriting Eq.~2! in polar coordinates withq
the polar andw the azimuthal angle as measured with resp
to thex andy axis, respectively. In the ultrarelativistic lim
and at small anglesq the result is

dNSP

dV
5aunuNwg2

4~qg!2

@11~qg!2#2
sin2 wuRnu2

3expS 2
d

hint
A11~qg!2cos2 w D . ~21!

The equivalent equation for undulator radiation reads@40#

FIG. 13. Critical wavelength in first orderunu51 as a function
of the normalized beam emittance for different beam energies~a!
according to Eq.~17! at uopt from Eq. ~16!, ~b! according to Eq.
~15! at an observation angleu590°. Solid lines are forNw

5100, k52, the dashed line forNw573, k51. Symbols (d)
and (s) indicate the critical wavelengthslcrit according to Eqs.
~15! and ~17! for beam emittances of the Mainz Microtron MAM
and the experiment of Urataet al. @50#, respectively. The shadowe
region is based on inequality~23!.
05650
P
In
q.

t

dNUR

dV
5aunuNwg2

4

@11K2/21~qg!2#2

3S K

2 D 2

unuFJ~n,K,q,w!. ~22!

The coupling factor (K/2)2unuFJ(n,K,q,w) for the undula-
tor radiation withK the undulator parameter can well be
the order of one. The corresponding factor for SP radiatio
sin2 wuRnu2exp(2(d/hint)A11(qg)2cos2 w).

A necessary condition for this factor to be also in t
order of one is that an azimuthal anglew5p/2 is chosen,
i.e., the radiation must be observed in the plane spanne
the x and z axis, and, in addition, that for the distanced
between grating and electron beamd<hint holds. The suffi-
cient condition is that the radiation factoruRnu2 is in the
order of one. This requirement will be discussed below. T
essential difference between the ‘‘kinematical’’ factorskSP
54(qg)2@11(qg)2#22 and kUR54@11K2/21(qg)2#22

for SP and undulator radiation, respectively, is that the
radiation intensity always vanishes on axis. However, for
observation angleq.1/g the kinematical factorkSP is in the
same order of magnitude askUR at on-axis observationq
50.

The remaining factors in Eqs.~21! and ~22! are the same
and it can be concluded that, provided the radiation fac
uRnu2 is also in the order of one, the SP radiation source is
powerful as the undulator radiation source. This holds if gr
ing and undulator period lengthsD andDU , respectively, are
the same. The corresponding wavelengths areunulSP
5(D/2g2)@11(qg)2# and unulUR5(DU/2g2)@11K2/2
1(qg)2# which actually agree forqg51 for SP radiation
and qg50 for undulator radiation with a typical undulato
parameterK5A2.

Accepting this, an essential advantage of a SP radia
source originates from the fact that short period gratings
be manufactured much easier than microundulators
which DU.8 mm may be about the lower limit.

To proceed in the discussion we require somewhat a
trarily that the grating periodD should be shorter than abou
D0.6 mm. With this restriction we obtain from Eq.~18!
that the beam emittance«0

N must fulfill the following in-
equality:

«0
N

p
<

D0

~4pkn!2

1

Nw

Ag221

g2
5:C

Ag221

g2
. ~23!

For k52, Nw5100, and unu51 the constant isC
.1027 m. The inequality can only be fulfilled for«N/p
<C/2550 nm rad for whichg is equal toA2. Thus, the
worst emittance can be afforded forg5A2, at all other beam
energies better normalized emittances are required.

The emittance«0
N , corresponding to a period lengthD0

.6 mm, is also shown in Fig. 13~a!. An optimal radiation
source must operate in the shadowed region. For short w
lengths, e.g.,l525 Å ~water window!, the electron beam
with 855 MeV should have a normalized emittance«N/p as
1-9
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low as 6310211m rad which is completely out of the rang
for the Mainz Microtron MAMI and other currently existin
accelerator facilities.

Beams with a normalized emittance«N/p.1028

m rad are available at electron microscope devices. As ca
seen from Fig. 13~a! SP radiation with a wavelengthl
>60 mm can be produced at comparatively low-beam en
gies of E<5 MeV. Such a radiation source might be sup
rior to an undulator radiation source. SP radiation product
has been studied indeed with beams from an electron mi
scope@31,50#. The performance of such radiation sourc
may be further improved by employing magnetic guidi
fields as it is common practice in millimeter wavelength d
vices ~see, e.g.,@10,11,13,14#!.

The severe restriction on the operational parameters
SP radiation source just discussed originates from the
that both optimization conditions Eqs.~14! and ~16! were
demanded to be fulfilled simultaneously. In the discussion
follow, the restriction imposed on the observation angle
given up. At free disposal of the latter many operational c
ditions are conceivable at realistic grating periods. This
demonstrated in Fig. 13~b! for the observation angleu
5p/2. Notice that the grating period is, according to Eq.~1!,
D5nblcrit which is in the order of the critical wavelengt
itself. However, a loss of intensity by about a factor ofg2

has to be paid for the choice of this observation angle wh
might be quite dramatic if the Lorentz factorg is large. The
reason is that the advantage of the relativistic forward bo
has been given up.

Other optimization schemes have been discussed p
ously by Walsh@51# and Trotzet al. @52#. They came to the
conclusion that higher-energy beams are capable of pro
ing more narrowly focused and greater energy SP output
low-energy beams. In Ref.@52#, the optimization procedure
is based on the radiated energy at, in essence, a con
grating length while in our paper, the photon number a
constant number of grating periods has been optimized
the former case, the optimum angle of observation in
ultrarelativistic case isq5A2/g while we find according to
Eq. ~16! uopt51/g.

Clearly, the number of grating periods is the quantity
physical relevance since for a given observation angle it
fines the emission spectrum

d2N

dVdv/v
52a n2Nw

2 sin2 u

1/b2cosu S sinS pNw

v2vn

vn
D

pNw

v2vn

vn

D 2

3uRn~v!u2e2d/hint ~24!

with vn52punuc/@D(1/b2cosu)#.
However, also the length of the grating may be subjec

restrictions which could originate from experimental boun
ary conditions. Therefore, it may be appropriate to optim
according to the procedure proposed in Ref.@52#. Applying
this procedure to Eq.~2!, i.e., to the photon number rathe
than to the emitted energy, we obtain
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lW5
4pk

bg
AL«N/p

bg
~25!

for the wavelength,

DW54pkunuAL«N/p

bg
~26!

for the grating period,

Nw
W5

1

4pkunuALbg

«N/p
~27!

for the number of grating periods and

dNW

dV
5

a

2pk
ALbg

«N/p
~g21!uRnu2e21 ~28!

for the number of emitted photons per electron.
With a length of the grating ofL15574 mm which still

might be reasonable for our experimental parametersg
51673, «N/(pbg)51 nm rad, unu51, andk52 we ob-
tain l1

W5360 nm, D1
W50.60 mm, Nw1

W 5953, and
dN1

W/dV58.63103uR1u2 sr21. Comparing with the ex-
pected intensity according to Eq.~2! for grating A at l
5360 nm under our experimental conditionsu
555.4°, unu51, Nw530 000 the result is dN/dV50.29
3103uR1u2 sr21 which indeed is a factor of 30 smaller tha
the above-quoted number for the optimized grating.

For the shorter wavelengthl2
W525 Å, which might be of

interest for practical applications~water window! the length
of the grating scales down according to Eq.~25! to L2

5L1(l2
W/l1

W)2527.7 mm, and the grating periodDW, the
grating number Nw

W , and the emitted photon numbe
dNW/dV scale by the factorAL2 /L15l2

W/l1
W51/144. Let

us compare the emitted photon number dN2
W/dV

560uR1u2 sr21 with the emission characteristics of an und
lator with 10 poles, period lengthDU59.33 mm, and undu-
lator parameterK51 in first orderunu51 at on-axis obser-
vation q50. The result is, according to Eq.~22!,
dNUR /dV.3.63105 (K/2)2FJ(n,K,q,w) sr21. Assuming
uR1u25(K/2)2FJ(n,K,q,w)51 this intensity is a factor of
6000 larger than the SP radiation. This result corrobora
our previous conclusion that a SP radiation source does
perform better than an UR source in the wavelength ra
l<60 mm, even if a probably unrealistic radiation facto
uR1u251 is assumed. The reason is that also in the opti
zation scheme of Trotzet al. @52# the advantage of the rela
tivistic forward boost has partly been given up leading to
reduction of the intensity of about a factorg/2.

To produce radiation with wavelengths less than ab
25 Å with an 855 MeV electron beam requires micround
lators with periodsDU<10 mm which are difficult to con-
struct. However, even in this case the SP radiation sourc
not advantageous since the number of periods will be,
cording to the optimization scheme of Ref.@52#, less than
1-10
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seven with the disadvantage that the spectral distribution
fixed observation angle is very large.

As pointed out in Ref.@52# the large radiation facto
uRnu2.1 can be expected for strip gratings. A similar lar
value has been obtained for echelle-type gratings in this
per also for the surface current model, see the Appen
However, it remains to be explored why the radiation fac
is so large, independent on the Lorentz factorg and the
observation angleq, in comparison to calculations on th
basis of the model of Van den Berg. As can be seen from
14 the radiation factors scale inversely proportional tog2, at
least forl/D>0.2, and are in the order of 1026 at a beam
energy of 855 MeV which is in fair agreement with o
experimental findings.

VI. CONCLUSION

The optical radiation emission has been investigated fr
diffraction gratings with echelle profiles using a low
emittance electron beam of an energy of 855 MeV. The sp
trum is composed of various radiation components to wh
belongs~i! optical transition radiation emitted at close di
tance of the electron beam from the grating,~ii ! Smith-
Purcell radiation emitted at medium distances in the orde
the interaction lengthhint as given by Eq.~3!, ~iii ! synchro-
tron radiation from upstream electron-beam optical eleme
which is diffracted by the grating, and~iv! background ra-
diation from diffused scattered light in the experimen
chamber.

These components could be isolated from each othe
rather involved experimental procedures. The SP compo
has been identified by means of the dispersion relation
~1! and the functional distance dependence of the inten
which is characterized by the interaction length Eq.~3!. It
was demonstrated that both dispersion relation and the
nescent scaling behavior of the intensity must be exploite
identify the SP radiation component unambiguously. It w
shown that theF-integrated intensity as a function of th
beam height over the grating scales with a modified Be

FIG. 14. Calculated functional dependence of the radiation
tor uR1u2 on the normalized wavelengthl/D according to Ref.@34#
for a grating withablaze541.12° ~as for grating B!. The quoted
beam energies correspond to the different accelerator sections o
Mainz Microtron MAMI.
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function of the first kind rather than by a pure exponenti
The intensity of the SP radiation component was compa
with the Van den Berg theory and fair agreement was fou
for gratings with large or moderate blaze angles. Howev
the measured low intensity for a shallow grating with t
angleablaze50.8° and period lengthD59.09 mm can nei-
ther be explained by the Van den Berg theory nor by
scalar model in the Appendix of this work or that one pu
lished in Ref.@47#. A general feature of SP radiation from
optical diffraction gratings of echelle type at ultrarelativist
beam energies is the weakness of the radiation. The re
for that was found in the very small radiation factorsuRnu2.
These factors become large, according to Van den Be
theory, only at low electron beam energies.

A detailed discussion of the emitted photon number
electron leads to the conclusion that a SP radiation sou
actually is not advantageous in comparison with an undula
radiation source for ultrarelativistic beam energies. Howev
a viable SP radiation source can probably be constructe
the spectral rangel>60 mm employing electron beam
with an energy of less than 5 MeV at a normalized emittan
«N.10 p nm rad.
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APPENDIX

This appendix describes a simple surface current mo
for the generation of Smith-Purcell~SP! radiation. The
model correctly predicts the dispersion relation Eq.~1! and
the interaction length of Eq.~3!, i.e., the two properties tha
are at the focus of our experimental investigation, and
supports physical intuition in so far as its evaluation yie
closed analytic expressions and as the resulting angula
tensity distribution for emitted SP radiation can be written
a product of several factors with a clear physical interpre
tion. This is in contrast to the more rigorous theory of V
den Berg@37#, which is formulated in terms of a boundary
value problem for partial differential equations and yiel
predictions only after extensive numerical calculations.
similar surface current model has been described
Brownell, Walsh, and Doucas@47#, however, our derivation
and our ansatz for the surface current differ slightly fro
theirs.

Our model is derived from the following consideratio
An electron traveling parallel to a perfectly conducting pla
is accompanied by an induced surface current density, bu
radiation is emitted. Local deformations of the plane, such
the grooves of a reflection grating, represent obstacles
force the surface current into detours, thus acquiring com
nents normal to the plane. Each obstacle in the path of
surface current therefore causes a current variation that

-

the
1-11
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source of electromagnetic radiation, which in the far zo
can be computed by well-known formulas.

Besides the surface current models described, there
further scalar approaches for the description of SP radia
which are based on diffraction radiation@49,53–56#. While
the surface current models are valid for arbitrary grating p
files, in the latter ones, only simplified structures are cons
ered.

1. Ansatz for the surface current

According to Ref.@57# an electric chargeq placed at rest
at a distanced from the perfectly conducting planez50
induces on this plane a charge densitys0(x,y,z50,t)5
2(qd/2p)@x21y21d2#23/2. By a Lorentz transformation
we obtain the corresponding induced charge density fo
chargeq moving with velocityv in the direction of the posi-
tive x axis @b5v/c,g5(12b2)21/2#

s~x,y,z50,t !52
1

2p

gqd

@g2~x2vt !21y21d2#3/2
~A1!

and the associated induced surface current density is

Jx~x,y,z50,t !5vs~x,y,z50,t !, Jy5Jz50. ~A2!

No radiation is emitted. Translating this result into frequen
space by means of a Fourier transformation with respec
time we obtain@cf. @44#, p. 749, no. 6.699, Eq.~12!#

s~x,y,z50,v!5
1

2pE2`

`

dte1 ivts~x,y,z50,t !

52
qvd

2p2gv2

expS i
vx

v D
Ay21d2

K1S v

gv
Ay21d2D .

~A3!

Let us consider now the situation that the perfectly co
ducting planez50 is deformed within a regionG into a
reflection grating with grooves parallel to they axis, so that
the equation of the conducting surface is actuallyz5h(x)
with h(x)[” 0. The induced surface current has to be tang
tial to the deformed surface everywhere, i.e., it will acquir
component in thez direction and the components in thex and
y directions may be changed. This requires

d

dx
h~x!5h8~x!5

Jz@x,y,z5h~x!,v#

Jx@x,y,z5h~x!,v#
. ~A4!

Considering specifically the e´chelette grating of Fig. 1 the
j th period (j 51,2, . . . ,N) covers the coordinate range (j
21)D<x< jD . Within the j th periodx5( j 21)D1j with
0<j<D. Given the blaze angleab we have

h~x!5H j tanab for 0<j<D cos2 ab,

~D2j!cotab for D cos2 ab<j<D,

and
05650
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h8~x!5H tanab for 0<j<D cos2 ab,

2cotab for D cos2 ab<j<D.

Our model requires a plausible guess for the surface
rent. Equation~A3! suggests the ansatz~formally written as a
three-dimensional current density!

j x~x,y,z,v!52d@z2h~x!#
qv

2p2gv
eivx/v

~d2z!

Ay21~d2z!2

3K1S v

gv
Ay21~d2z!2D ,

j y~x,y,z,v!50, ~A5!

j z~x,y,z,v!5h8~x! j x~x,y,z,v!,

whered(z) denotes Dirac’sd function.

2. Smith-Purcell radiation field

According to standard literature@57# the electromagnetic
vector potential in Lorentz gauge generated by a thr
dimensional current density distributionj (x,v) is

A~x,v!5
1

cE d3x8j ~x8,v!
eikR

R
~A6!

with k5v/c and R5ux2x8u. At large distances r
5Ax21y21z2 and in the directionn5(x/r ,y/r ,z/r ) we
haveR'r 2n•x8, so that

eikR

R
5

eikr

r
•e2 ikn•x8. ~A7!

The unit vectorn can be expressed by the angles defined
Fig. 1 as

n5~nx ,ny ,nz!5~sinF cosu,cosF,sinF sinu!.
~A8!

Inserting our ansatz for the surface current Eq.~A5! and
considering the e´chelette grating of Fig. 1 the integration
can be carried out explicitly. The integration with respect
z8 is trivial. The integral with respect toy8 can be obtained
with the help of@cf. Ref. @44#, p. 756, no. 6.726, Eq.~4!#

2

p
ReF E

0

1`

dy8e2 ik cosFy8
tK1S k

bg
Ay821t2D

Ay821t2
G

5
bg

k
exp~2ktA~bg!221cos2 F!. ~A9!

The integration with respect tox8 extending from 0 toL
5ND reduces to the integral over a single groove multipli
by a coherence sum
1-12
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C5 (
l 50

N21

~eikD(b212cosu sin F)! l

5
exp@ ikND~b212cosu sinF!#21

exp@ ikD~b212cosu sinF!#21
. ~A10!

As is well known from optics the coherence factoruCu2 is a
rapidly oscillating function, that exhibits extremely narro
maxima at the positions where the condition

knDS 1

b
2cosu sinF D52pn ~A11!

is satisfied. The integern is the order of the correspondin
SP peak. The intermediate result valid for any shape of
grooves is

A~x,v!52
qD

2pc
expF2

kd

bg
A11b2g2 cos2 FG

3C
eikr

rD E
0

D

dx8@ex1h8~x8!ez#

3exp@kh~x8!~A~bg!221cos2 F2 i sinu sinF!

1 ikx8~b212cosu sinF!#. ~A12!

The remaining integration depends on the shape of
grooves of the grating. In particular, for the e´chelette grating
of Fig. 1 one finds

A~x,v!52
qD

2pc
expF2

kd

bg
A11b2g2 cos2 FG

3C~aQ1a8Q8!
eikr

r
, ~A13!

where a5cosab ex1sinab ez and a85sinab ex2cosab ez
are unit vectors tangential to the faces of the grooves, and
quantitiesQ andQ8 are defined as

Q5cosab~eh21!/h, ~A14!

Q85„sinab~eh821!/h8…eikD(b212cosu sin F), ~A15!

with

h5kD cosab sinabSA 1

b2g2
1cos2 F2 i sinu sinF D

1 ikD cos2 abS 1

b
2cosu sinF D , ~A16!

h85kD cosab sinabSA 1

b2g2
1cos2 F2 i sinu sinF D

2 ikD sin2 abS 1

b
2cosu sinF D . ~A17!
05650
e

e

he

At large distancesr 5Ax21y21z2 and in the directionn
5(x/r ,y/r ,z/r ) the electromagnetic fields associated w
this vector potential are

E52 ik n3~n3A!, B5n3E. ~A18!

3. Angular intensity distribution

The radiated energy flux as given by the Poynting vec
becomes

S5~c/4p!E3B5~c/4p!~E•E!n

5~k2c/4p!un~n3A!u2n. ~A19!

The flux integrated over time is

E
2`

1`

dtS5
c

4p
nE

2`

1`

dt~E•E!5cnE
0

`

dvuE~x,v!u2,

~A20!

hence, the number of photons radiated per steradian and
quency interval is given by

dNph~n,v!

dVdv
5 lim

r→`

c

\v
r 2uEu2

5 lim
r→`

~c/\v!~kr !2un~n3A!u2. ~A21!

Combining this with Eq.~A13! we obtain immediately the
prediction

dNph~n,v!

dVdv
5

a

4p2

~kD!2

v
uCu2uRu2

3expF2
2kd

bg
A11~bg!2cos2 FG ,

~A22!

wherea5q2/(\c) is the fine structure constant and

uR~u,F,v!u25un3@n3~aQ1a8Q8!#u2 ~A23!

is the structure factor that is obtained for the e´chelette grat-
ing. It is easily seen to vanish for blaze anglesab50 and
ab5p/2. At intermediate values of the blaze angle and w
our experimental parameters it varies typically between
and 0.1.

Integrating over the frequency distribution around thenth
order maximumvn5knc all other terms are slowly varying
and can be considered practically constant. We find

E
vn2D

vn1D

dvuCu25
2pcN

D
•S 1

b
2cosu sinF D 21

.

~A24!

Thus, the angular distribution of photons resulting from t
nth-order SP peak is obtained as
1-13
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dNph~n,vn!

dV
5

anN

S 1

b
2cosu sinF D 2 uR~u,F,vn!u2

3expF2
2kd

bg
A11~bg!2cos2 FG . ~A25!

4. Discussion

Unfortunately, the structure factor~A23! following from
the surface current ansatz~A5! turns out to be much large
than found by our experiments~typically 1026). Let us dis-
cuss possible reasons for this. Our ansatz~A5! has been de-
duced from a static equilibrium situation as seen by a m
ing observer. Aside from the assumption of perfe
conductivity this picture presupposes that the time neces
to build up the induced current is extremely short on the ti
scale in which the field of the beam electron changes in
laboratory frame. This assumption seems plausible for e
tron beams moving at nonrelativistic speeds, but it becom
questionable for an ultrarelativistic beam. We rather exp
that the ultrarelativistic electron traveling parallel to t
metal surface is accompanied by a small spot of polariza
J

e

n,

s.

ds

t 2

05650
-
t
ry
e
e
c-
es
ct

n

~i.e., an electric dipole density!, because conduction elec
trons of the metal are pushed away from the surface into
interior of the metal. The depletion of electrons on the me
surface, traveling with the beam electron, mimics a surf
current of positive charge carriers accompanying the be
electron, while at the same time a compensating curren
negative charge carriers~electrons! travels further inside the
metal, in other words, we deal effectively with a current
induced electric dipole density. Assuming the two currents
opposite electric charge to be at a distanceD and using an-
satz ~A5! for each of these the angular distribution of S
photons picks up another factor

S 12expF2
kD

bg
A11~bg!2cos2 FG D 2

'S kD

bg
A11~bg!2cos2 F D 2

. ~A26!

With parameters typical for our experiment,F5p/2, l
5546 nm, b'1, and g51672 a choice ofD5100 nm
would result in a factor of'1026 and would therefore re-
duce the structure factor~A23! to a size compatible with the
experiment.
.
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